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Read the text about what teenagers tend to wear. Some of the lines are correct; some have
a word, which should not be there. Write this word in the box next to the line. If the line is
correct put a tick  in the box.

1

My teenage children would rather not to go out at all than go

2

out wearing the “wrong” clothes or footwear. Even in cold

3

weather they prefer to go out without to wearing a jacket

4

if it means avoiding of wearing something which does not

5

make them look cool. While the problem is the clothes that teenagers

6

think are cool tend to be more expensive than those which

7

are not. Also , “uncool” clothes are often much more warmer

8

than also trendy ones, but unfortunately, kids can’t stand

9

from wearing them. Certain brand names are not as popular, for

10 some reason, as others. Take boots, for example. I bought a pair
11 of boots for my young son which looked like exactly the same
12 as another more well-known make of boots. They were also
13 cost twice as much as the ones I had chosen. He refused himself to
14 wear the boots I had got for him.
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My teenage children would rather not to go out at all than go

to

2

out wearing the “wrong” clothes or footwear. Even in cold



3

weather they prefer to go out without to wearing a jacket

to

4

if it means avoiding of wearing something which does not

of

5

make them look cool. While the problem is the clothes that teenagers

6

think are cool tend to be more expensive than those which

7

are not. Also , “uncool” clothes are often much more warmer

8

than also trendy ones, but unfortunately, kids can’t stand

also

9

from wearing them. Certain brand names are not as popular, for

from

10 some reason, as others. Take boots, for example. I bought a pair
11 of boots for my young son which looked like exactly the same
12 as another more well-known make of boots. They were also
13 cost twice as much as the ones I had chosen. He refused himself to
14 wear the boots I had got for him.
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